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Details of Visit:

Author: TomC27
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 20 Sep 2009 8pm
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 280
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Abi
Website: http://www.highclassabi.co.uk/
Phone: 07954369964

The Premises:

Abi has a nice clean house with air conditioning, subtle lighting, background music with adjacent
parking.

The Lady:

Abi is a very attractive, sexy lady with a very toned, firm slender body. Easy to chat to with a great
sense of humour and mischievous smile.

The Story:

Abi answered the door dressed in a sexy figure hugging dress highlighting her slender figure, with
high heels.
Welcomed in with a kiss, we sat on the sofa, offered a drink and we easily chatted.
Abi then offered me a massage so I undressed, Abi removed her dress ? wow Abi does have an
amazing figure which was wrapped in sexy black lingerie with suspenders showing her very pert
bum mmm.
Abi gave a great massage with her sitting astride me -
I turned over and Abi continued the massage and onto a delicious owo, very slow & sensual, then
we moved onto reverse oral so I could look and caress her beautiful bum and taste her shaved
ladygarden, which she also seemed to be enjoying ? heaven.
We stopped for a little drink & chat, then onto more action, I massaged Abi?s beautiful naked body,
then she said now your turn and Abi gave me a very slow sensual oiled handjob (as I asked for)
caressing my swollen balls till I exploded ? absolutely amazing.
We lay on the bed had another drink & chatted while gently caressing each others bodies. I then
went for a shower.

Abi truly wants you to have a great pleasurable time together which she easily achieves with her
skills and relaxed manner.

I must admit I usually meet older ladies but looking at Abi?s profile it comes across as a young lady
with a mature head on young shoulders ? so glad I did meet Abi ? she provided exactly what I
enjoy, sensual, sexy gfe with a mischievous twinkle in her eye.
Looking forward to meeting lovely Abi again soon ? thanks xx.
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